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Abstract
This paper deals with the problem of eciently and privately storing and retrieving information
that is distributively maintained in several databases that do not communicate with one another. The
goal is to minimize the communication complexity while maintaining privacy (i.e., so that individual
databases do not get any information about the data or the nature of the users' queries). The question
of private retrieval from multiple databases was introduced in a very nice paper of Chor, Goldreich,
Kushilevitz and Sudan (FOCS '95), but the question whether it is possible to perform both reading and
writing in a communication-ecient manner remained open. In this paper, we answer this question
in the armative, and show that ecient read/write schemes are indeed possible. In fact, we show a
general information-theoretic reduction from reading and writing to any read-only scheme that preserves
the communication complexity of the read scheme to within a poly-logarithmic factor (in the size of the
database), thus establishing that read/write schemes could be implemented as eciently (up to poly-log
factors) as read-only schemes. Additionally, we consider the question of both reading and writing in the
computational security setting.

1 Introduction
The setting
In this paper, we address the issue of privacy for the database maintenance problem. However, before
we address this issue, let us rst state what the setting is without the privacy considerations. Suppose a
collection of \users" wish to maintain a \database", where the \database" (in its simplest form) is just
an n-bit array. The users wish to be able to execute both \read(address)" and \write(address,value)"
operations. In this setting, we measure the amount of communication which must be sent between some
\user" and the \database". If we do not care about privacy, then both read and write operations clearly
take O(log n) bits of communication only.
Now, let us address privacy. Suppose the \users" do not trust the database administrator and wish to
conceal from the \database" all their data and the nature of their queries. That is, they wish to conceal
from the database administrator not only the contents of the data, but also the access pattern, i.e., which
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particular addresses of the database are being read from or written to. This could be done in two di erent
settings, as explained below:

SINGLE DATABASE [G-87, Ost-90, GO-96]: In a single database scheme there is only one database
from which users wish to hide information, while still using it to store data. In this setting, all participating
users agree on an encryption/decryption scheme which they use to encrypt every value stored in the
database. In addition, however, they must also hide from the database which particular addresses are being
accessed. One simple way out of this is to read and re-encrypt the entire database for every read/write
operation|then clearly the database has no clue as to which particular location is really read and/or
modi ed. What are the drawbacks of this scheme? We list some of them: (1) the communication complexity
is huge (proportional to the size of the database times the security parameter); (2) users must maintain
small amount of secret information (private key); and (3) the security achieved is only computational. The
rst drawback (i.e., communication complexity) was resolved in [Ost-90, GO-96], where they show how
to construct a communication-ecient scheme, where communication for each read or write operation is
poly-logarithmic in the size of the database times the security parameter of the underlying cryptographic
scheme. Their scheme, however, still su ers from the second and third drawbacks. A suggestion made in
the paper of Chor, Goldreich, Kushilevitz and Sudan [CGKS-95] is to use multiple databases that do not
talk to one another:

MULTIPLE DATABASES [CGKS-95]: The second way to proceed is to distribute the database, so that
the composite database is implemented as a number of non-communicating, constituent databases. The
advantage of this setting is that the users need not keep any state information, and the security achieved
is information-theoretic. This is the approach we follow in this paper. The case of reading-only schemes
was considered in [CGKS-95, Amb-96, CG-97]; here we address the question of both writing and reading.

A TRIVIAL EXAMPLE: Before we proceed let us present a simple (but communication-inecient)

example of a private read/write scheme on n bits, to demonstrate that information-theoretic security is
indeed easy to attain, as long as we do not care about communication complexity. The idea is to use the
most rudimentary form of \secret sharing," representing each bit of the database as two random bits, or
\shares," and placing each share in a separate constituent database. We then use the idea of scanning the
entire database, similar to the single-database approach of hiding the access pattern. Here are the details.
The two constituent databases physically maintain bit vectors D1 and D2, respectively, both of length n.
At any point in time, the composite database logically maintains the bit vector D = D1  D2, i.e., the
bit-wise exclusive-or of D1 and D2. To read a single bit, the user simply asks for copies of D1 and D2 . To
write a single bit, the user does the following: (1) asks for copies of D1 and D2 ; (2) computes D; (3) changes
the desired bit of D; (4) picks a random bit vector D1 and computes D2, (subject to D = D1  D2 ); (5)
gives the new D1 and D2 back to the respective databases. The communication complexity of this scheme
is (n). One of the objectives of this paper is to present multiple-database (information-theoretically)
private read/write schemes with much lower communication complexity. Before we state our main results,
let us make the problem more precise.

Model and Problem statement
We suppose that the composite database \logically" maintains a bit vector of length n. The composite
database is implemented as some number k of non-communicating constituent databases, each of which is
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responsible for \physically" maintaining its own bit vector. These latter bit vectors need bear no particular
relation with each other or with that of the composite database.
A user may perform a read operation, read(i), for a given address 0  i < n, obtaining the bit stored at
location i, or a write operation write(i; b), for a given address 0  i < n and bit b 2 f0; 1g, setting location i
to b. When a user performs a read or write operation on the composite database, she engages in a protocol
with the k constituent databases. After engaging in one or more such protocols, each constituent database
has its own view, consisting of the messages it has received from the user(s), along with any random bits
it may have generated while executing the protocol.
Formally, we model the above setting in a way similar to the multi-prover interactive proof setting of
[BGKW-88]. That is, we model k constituent databases and the user as k + 1 interactive Turing machines
DB1; : : :; DBk and U of [GMR-85] de ned as follows:

 Let DB ; DB ; : : :; DBk are interactive Turing machines. Each DBi has distinct read-only input
1
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tape, a work-tape, and two communication tapes: a write-only communication tape for sending
messages to U and read-only communication tape for received messages from U .

 U is an interactive probabilistic polynomial time Turing machine with input tape, a work tape, a
read-once random tape, a write-only output tape, and k read-only and k write-only communication
tapes, each read/write communication tape shared with each each Di .

The protocol for k databases consists of the the probabilistic polynomial time initialization algorithm
Init, DB1; : : :; DBk and U . Init takes as an input an n-bit vector (the initial value of the database) and
outputs k-tuple of strings to be used as inputs for each corresponding DBi. The syntax of the input for
U is as follows: it consists of sequence of \read(i)" or \write(v; i)" instructions, where 1  i  n and
v 2 f0; 1g. We insist that U operates as follows:

 it reads the next single instruction from its input tape;
 it then engages in the interactive protocol with all the databases of polynomial (in n) number of
rounds, where a round consists of 2k messages, consisting of k \questions" to all the databases and
their k \responses";

 U must then output a single bit on its output tape, (which in case of a write instruction could be
arbitrary, but in case of read instruction corresponds to the bit \retrieved" from the database);

 U must then completely erase its work tape, and only then read the next instruction on its input
tape.

Correctness means that for any n-bit string which corresponds to the initial value of the database, and
for any coin- ips of the initialization process, and for any coin- ips of U , the output produced by the user
is consistent with the usual read/write sequence.
We de ne the view of the constituent database DBi to be the value of its input tape and the sequence
of messages written on its read/write communication tapes.
Privacy means that for every length n and any initial value of the Init algorithm (of length n) and for
any sequence of instructions (i.e., read or write operations of U ) the probability distribution (over the cointosses of the initialization algorithm and coin-tosses of U ) of each constituent database's view is independent
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of the initialization vector (of the Init algorithm,) of addresses in the read and write instructions, and of
the value of the data in the write operations.
We will call such a scheme a k-database private read/write scheme (on n bits). For a given scheme, its
communication complexity is the total number of bits transmitted during one execution of either the read or
write protocols. Throughout this paper, communication complexity will be expressed as a function R(k; n)
of k and n, and measured in terms of worst-case (as opposed to amortized or average-case) behavior.

VARIANTS OF THE PROBLEM: There are several variants of the above setting:
 Number of Constituent Databases. In [CGKS-95, Amb-96, CG-97] as well as in the current

paper, we examine the dependence between the number of constituent databases k and the total
communication complexity, between the user and all the databases.

 Identical vs. Distinct Databases. In the original model of [CGKS-95], there was no distinction

made between a constituent database and a global database. That is, since the objective there was to
hide the reading pattern only, each constituent database simply held an identical copy of the actual
database. In case of writing, where we wish to hide the data as well, we allow constituent databases
to hold \shares" [S-79] of the actual database. Thus, in our setting we allow (and utilize the fact)
that constituent databases need not be identical.

 Rounds. In the setting of [CGKS-95, Amb-96, CG-97], a single round of interaction between the user

and the constituent databases (where the user sends a single message to each constituent database
and gets an answer back) is used. In our solutions, we use multiple rounds.

 Privacy. The de nition of privacy could be relaxed to the computational setting. In this setting,
we model constituent databases as probabilistic polynomial time Turing machines, and rely on complexity assumptions. Hence, we only require that the views of the constituent databases will be
computationally indistinguishable instead of identical.

 Isolated vs. Active Security [G-96]: In the model described above, constituent databases are

not allowed to communicate with one another and are only allowed to communicate with the user.
We call such a model an \isolated" model. A stronger type of an adversary, suggested by Oded
Goldreich [G-96], is the one where databases are also allowed to \hire users" and query all other
databases, pretending to be legitimate users. Indeed, in such an \active" model, any constituent
database can nd out all the data of the actual database. One can still insist, however, that if
afterwards, a \legitimate" user reads a bit, then it is still remains hidden as to which address she
read, and if the constituent databases do not again re-read the database (by pretending to be users
again), then the subsequent write operation should also remain hidden (i.e., both the address and
the value of the updated data should remain hidden). We remark that the private reading schemes of
[CGKS-95, Amb-96] (where all constituent databases are identical) are resistant against this stronger
type of an adversary. However, if constituent databases keep di erent \shares" of the actual database,
and for the case of writing, more care must be exercised against this stronger adversary.

 Computational Eciency. In addition to communication complexity, we also consider computational complexity needed to execute the protocol by both the user and the constituent databases.
4

Our Results
We consider both information-theoretic and computational setting.

INFORMATION-THEORETIC SETTING.
As mentioned above, our work builds on that of [CGKS-95]. They consider a restricted version of our
problem where users are only allowed to perform read operations (further eciency improvement was
suggested by [Amb-96].) All of their schemes have the additional property that each constituent database
simply maintains identical copies of the composite database. We will call such a scheme a private read
scheme.
We give a general reduction, showing how to build private read/write schemes from private read schemes,
with only a modest increase in both the number of databases required and in communication complexity.

Theorem 1 For any k  2, if there is a k-database private read scheme on n bits with communication
complexity R(k; n), then there is a (k + 1)-database private read/write scheme on n bits with communication
complexity
O(R(k; nk)  k  (log n)3):
Each constituent database maintains O(nk) bits.

Theorem 2 For any k  2, if there is a k-database private read scheme on n bits with communication
complexity R(k; n), then there is a 2k-database private read/write scheme on n bits with communication
complexity
O(R(k; n)  (log n)3):
Each constituent database maintains O(n) bits.

REMARKS:
 For both theorems above, the communication complexity bounds are independent of the order of

reading and writing. In fact, it is strait-forward to hide even whether we perform reading or writing,
by always performing both read and write and just re-writing the same value in case of an actual
read.
 Notice that the di erence when going from (k +1) databases to (2k) databases in our two results is a
k multiplicative factor in the communication complexity and the size of each constituent database.
For a number of databases between k + 1 and 2k simple tradeo s can be achieved.
 For reading schemes where privately reading a contiguous block of l bits has smaller communication
complexity them reading l single bits, our reductions are more ecient, and the poly-log exponent
can be further reduced. Moreover, the savings on reading schemes for blocks could be used to
achieve savings in our schemes when reading/writing blocks of bits.
 Using secret sharing [S-79], our results could be adopted to the case where coalitions of databases
are allowed to communicate. Moreover, we can adopt our solution to the malicious case, in the
sense of certifying (with overwhelming probability) if data has been tampered with, as long as there
exists at least one non-corrupted database.
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 Our reductions \preserve" active security, in the sense that if the underlying read-only scheme is

secure against such an active attack (which does hold in the case of [CGKS-95, Amb-96]) then our
resulting read/write scheme is also secure in this stronger active security model.
 In case of writing, one can consider the number of bits not to be xed, but grow as a function
of time. In this case, we get poly-log overhead results as well. For example, we get an analog of
information-theoretically secure Oblivious RAM simulation (see [G-87, Ost-90, GO-96]), where t
steps of the original program can be simulated in an oblivious manner using O(R(k; t)  (log t)3)
overhead per step using k databases. Moreover, all the solutions for the Oblivious RAM model of
[GO-96] are amortized, where as all our solutions are not.
Combining our general reductions with the private read schemes of [CGKS-95] and of [Amb-96], we
obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 3 To store n bits of data, we have
 a three-database private read/write scheme with active security and communication complexity O(n = 
1 3

(log n)3 );
 for all constants k  2, a (k + 1)-database private read/write scheme with active security and communication complexity O(n1=(2k,1)  (log n)3 );
 an O(log n)-database private read/write scheme with active security and communication complexity
O((log n)5 log log n).

Notice that we show a general reduction from reading and writing to reading, with only poly-logarithmic
overhead. Hence, due to the general nature of our reduction, any improvement in the eciency of reading
schemes would yield a more ecient reading and writing scheme as well. We remark that prior to the
current paper no trivial (i.e., sub-linear) bounds for private information storage were known.

COMPUTATIONAL SETTING.
Chor and Gilboa [CG-97] show how in the computational setting, one can keep two identical databases and
in one-round perform private reading with O(n ) communication complexity.
We consider a weaker model, where we allow constituent databases to keep di erent data and allow a
multi-round scheme. In this setting, Gene Itkis (private communication by Goldreich [G-96]) has shown
a four-database scheme which achieves poly-logarithmic amortized overhead for both reading and writing.
We extend his result, and show how to achieve poly-logarithmic overhead without amortization and with
just two constituent databases:

Theorem 4 Suppose one-way trapdoor permutations exist, and let g be a security parameter. Then to store
n bits of data, we have a two-database computationally-private read/write scheme with active security and
communication complexity O(g O(1)  (log n)O(1)).

In fact, in order to show the above result, we exhibit how to make all the results in the Oblivious RAM
simulation paper of [GO-96] non-amortized, which we believe is of interest in its own right.
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Comparison with Previous Work
The general approach of distributing information to maintain privacy has been used in many situations,
including the previous work on reading from a distributed database [CGKS-95, Amb-96, CG-97], the U. S.
Government's Clipper Chip proposal [U.S.-93], Micali's fair-cryptosystems [M-92], secret-sharing schemes
[S-79], and instance-hiding schemes [RAD-78, AFK-89, BF-90, BFKL-90].
Closely related to the private storage problem is the oblivious RAM simulation problem, studied in
[G-87, Ost-90, GO-96], and indeed the techniques we employ here build on those used to solve the oblivious
RAM simulation problem. So, let us mention that setting here. The problem is to simulate a random-access
machine (RAM) with another so that the memory contents and access patterns of the latter machine are
independent of the input. In the oblivious RAM simulation problem, the central processing unit (CPU)
plays the role of the user, and the main memory plays the role of the database. It is perhaps worth pointing
out the technical di erences between these two problems: (1) unlike the main memory of the RAM, the
databases are distributed; (2) for our general reduction, we require information-theoretic privacy, whereas in
the oblivious RAM simulation problem, complexity-theoretic assumptions are used and only computational
privacy is achieved (either that, or access to a random oracle is required); (3) unlike the CPU, the user
does not maintain any state; (4) whereas the techniques of [Ost-90, GO-96] yield bounds on the amortized
communication complexity, our techniques yield worst-case bounds.
The problem of performing private database queries with multiple databases that do not interact with
one other was studied in two other settings: in instance hiding schemes of [BF-90, BFKL-90] and on private
database queries of [CGKS-95, Amb-96, CG-97]. In both of these settings, the contents of the database
is static, and each constituent database maintains exact copies of the database. Our work shows how to
support dynamic databases, while maintaining privacy. One technical di erence is that the constituent
databases in our schemes must maintain somewhat larger amounts of non-identical data.

A TECHNICAL REMARK: why can't we do it much easier?
At a rst glance, the following (incorrect) argument seem to give a much stronger result in a trivial manner.
Take the Oblivious RAM solution of [Ost-90, GO-96] and implement it using two databases: one to represent
the RAM memory and another one to represent the CPU memory. This seems to trivially give us a solution
with poly-logarithmic amortized overhead, using just two databases. However, this does not work. The
reason is that [Ost-90, GO-96] use in an essential way pseudo-random functions of [GGM-86] in order to
implement a random oracle in their construction. Thus, the guarantees are only computational by the
nature of the [Ost-90, GO-96] construction. Moreover, even if we are willing to opt for the computational
security only and are willing to settle for an amortized solution, this does not work if we require Active
Security (see \variants of the problem" section of the introduction). The main technical contribution of our
information theoretic reduction is to show that if we are given an information-theoretically secure reading
scheme, then we can implement information-theoretically secure reading and writing in an ecient manner
without any need for pseudo-random functions or random oracles. Moreover, in the computational case,
we show how Active Security can be achieved, while still maintaining only two databases.
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Overview of the paper

In x2 we discuss some elementary solutions as a means of illustrating several techniques used in our general
reduction. These elementary solutions are asymptotically inferior to our general reduction (but are useful
to explain our general reduction). Then in x3 we prove Theorem 2, and show how to modify this proof to
obtain Theorem 1. Finally, in x4 we discuss the computational setting and show how to obtain Theorem 4.

2 Elementary methods
Elementary linear solution|another way to look at it
Recall that the method presented in the introduction uses two databases and represents each bit as the
exclusive-or of two bits in two di erent databases. This allows users to hide from each database the value
of each bit that is being stored. Thus, one can think of this operation as \encrypting" data so that each
database sees the access pattern (just scanning the database from left to right) but does not see the actual
values of the bits, and hence does not know which bit was re-written. This technique allows us to implement
semi-private writes, where the access pattern is visible to each constituent database but the value being
written as not visible.

Separating writing from reading
In this subsection we show how the above elementary scheme for writing could be augmented to have
ecient reading with four databases. Recall that [CGKS-95] show that with two databases which contain
identical n bits of data, it is possible to privately read a bit with O(n1=3) communication complexity.
Notice, however, that in the two-database scheme presented in the previous subsection, the two databases
contain di erent data, since every bit is represented as the exclusive-or of two corresponding bits from two
databases. The idea is very simple: using four databases, maintain two identical copies of each databasepair of the previous subsection. Now, writing still takes O(n) steps, since we still must re-write the entire
database (and in fact maintain two copies), but reading can be done in O(n1=3) steps just by reading the
appropriate bit from both identical pairs of databases using twice the reading scheme of [CGKS-95] and
then just computing the exclusive-or of these two bits.

An Elementary Sub-linear Scheme
In this subsection, we present an elementary 8-database private read/write scheme with communication
complexity O(n1=2) for writing and O(n1=3) for reading. The idea will be an extension of the solution of
the previous section, but with more ecient writing. Here is the overall strategy. We assume we have 4
databases that already support private reading but non-private writing. Using these 4 databases, we show
how to implement private writing as well. Then we replace each of the 4 constituent databases with 2
identical copies of ordinary databases, and apply a result of
Assume we have 4 databases, Dst (s; t 2 f0; 1g), each of which supports private reading and non-private
writing. As in the simple two-database scheme discussed in the introduction, we will split each bit of the
database in shares, but this time four shares. That is, at any point in time, each bit in the composite
database is represented as the exclusive-or of the four corresponding bits in the constituent databases.
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We now show how to privately toggle a particular bit in the database. Let d = dn1=2e. For any address
i 2 f0; : : :; n , 1g, we can write
(0  j < d; 0  k < d):

i = jd + k

To toggle bit i, the user generates two random bit-vectors v; w 2 f0; 1gd. To each component database
Dst, the user sends vectors v 0; w0 2 f0; 1gd where
(
if l 6= j ,
0
vl = vl
vl  s if l = j ,
for 0  l < d, and

(

wm
if m 6= k,
wm  t if m = k,
for 0  m < d. Upon receiving vectors v 0 ; w0, the database Dst toggles all bits whose address is of the form
ld + m, where vl0 = 1 and wm0 = 1.
Consider the e ect of this operation on an arbitrary bit in the database whose address is ld + m:
wm0 =

D(ld + m) = D00(ld + m)
D01(ld + m)  D10(ld + m)  D11(ld + m):

(1)

Case 1. If l = j and m = k, then exactly 1 term in (1) are toggled, e ectively toggling the sum.
Case 2. If l 6= j and m 6= k, then either none or all of the terms in (1) are toggled, leaving the sum
unchanged.
Case 3. If l 6= j or m 6= k, but not both, then either 0 or 2 of the terms in (1) are toggled, again leaving
the sum unchanged.

From the above discussion, it is clear that this operation has the e ect of toggling bit i in the database.
Moreover, each constituent database receives two random bit-vectors that are independent of i. Thus, a
write operation (a read followed by a toggle) is private. The communication complexity is O(n1=2). To
complete the discussion, we observe that each of the four constituent databases, which support private
reading, can be implemented using a pair of identical, ordinary databases. Using a result of [CGKS-95],
a private query can then be implemented with communication complexity O(n1=3). Putting all of this
together, we get an 8-database scheme where private read operations have a communication complexity of
O(n1=3), and private write operations have a communication complexity of O(n1=2).

Remark: Michael Fischer independently discovered this 8-database method also (communicated by Oded
Goldreich [G-96].)

Remark: The above method could be naturally extended to higher dimensions, similar to [CGKS-95]
approach for constant k. However, our general reductions in the next two sections yield asymptotically
better results, and thus we do not present this simple extension.
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3 Proof of Theorem 2
In this section, we present the proof of theorem 2. That is, we assume that we have a k-database private
read scheme on n-bits with communication complexity R(k; n) and we show how to construct a 2k-database
private read/write scheme with communication complexity O(R(k; n)  (log n)3 ). Each constituent database
will hold O(n) bits.
The reduction will proceed in two steps. First, we will assume that we have a scheme that supports
private reading and semi-private writing | that is, where reading can be done in a completely private
way, but writing can be done while hiding (from the databases) the value that is begin written but not
the address in the memory where it is written to. Second, we will show how to implement the private
read/semi-private write scheme using just a private read scheme.

Part 1: using a private read/semi-private write scheme
We make use of a variant of the memory-hierarchy idea used in [Ost-90, GO-96] for the oblivious RAM
simulation problem. However, there are several obstacles that we must overcome:

 in the oblivious RAM simulation solution, the user (i.e. CPU) accesses a random oracle (or pseudo-

random functions), whereas in our case the user is allowed to ip coins, but she does not has access
to a random oracle;
 in the oblivious RAM simulation solution, the user has local storage, whereas in our case the user
is completely memoryless from one read/write operation to the next;
 the solution presented in [Ost-90, GO-96] is amortized while here we do not allow any amortization.
O setting these diculties is our assumption that we already have a private read/semi-private write
scheme at our disposal: all we have to do is hide the access pattern of the write operations.

The data structure

The data structure is a kind of \memory hierarchy." There are m + 2 \levels," where m = blog2 (n= log n)c;
the levels are numbered 0; 1; : : :; m + 1. Intuitively, data stored at lower-numbered levels is more recent
than at higher-numbered levels; as data ages, it is gradually moved from lower-numbered levels to highernumbered levels.
We will need a counter ctr that keeps track of the number of write operations that have been performed.
This counter is maintained modulo 2m+1 , and is initially 0.
For 0  l  m, level l is structured as follows. There are three vectors of length 2l , each component of
which contains an address/data pair (i; b), where 0  i < n, and b 2 f0; 1g.
At any instant, one of the vectors is assigned the role of a \bu er," one the role of \primary data
vector," and the other the role of \secondary data vector." The roles of the vectors will change over time;
we need to maintain a constant amount of state information at this level to keep track of the current
assignment.
For each of the three vectors we maintain a length variable, which ranges between 0 and 2l . These
variables denote the current e ective length of the corresponding vector. Initially, these length variables
are 0.
The components of the three vectors are always sorted in order of increasing addresses.
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For each of the two data vectors, we will need two pointer variables, which range between 0 and 2l.
These are initially zero. (These variables are needed to move data from one level to the next, as will be
explained below.)
The last level, level m + 1, is simply a bit vector of length n. This is initialized to zero (or to any
desired default initial value).

Performing a private read
To read the contents of address i, we do the following. For l = 0; : : :; m, we perform a binary search rst
on the primary data vector at level l, and then on the secondary data vector in at level l. The rst place
that we nd (i; b), we take b as the current value stored at location i. If we do not nd address i at levels
0; : : :; m, we then we simply obtain the current value by reading the bit vector at level m + 1.
Since we are assuming the underlying database supports private reading, we only need to ensure that
the number of read operations we perform is always the same. This is easily accomplished by performing
an equal number of \dummy" reads for all the levels, even if we already have the value.

Performing a private write
Suppose we want to write b into location i.
{ First, we insert (i; b) into the bu er at level 0 (as will be seen, this bu er is always empty just
before the insertion).
{ Now, for l = 0; 1; : : :; m , 1, we do the following:

 If bctr=2lc is odd, we perform two steps of the merge-sort algorithm on the data vectors.
With each merge-sort step, we do the following. Using the pointer variables as indices into
the two data vectors, we compare the two corresponding addresses. If the addresses are
di erent, we copy the corresponding component (i; b) of the smaller address to the next
level, and increment the corresponding pointer variable. If the addresses are identical, we
copy the component (i; b) from the primary data vector into the next level, and increment
both pointer variables (this gives precedence to the data in the primary data vector).
 To copy (i; b) to level l + 1, we simply insert (i; b) into the bu er vector at level l + 1 at the
next available slot in the bu er (as will be seen, this bu er will never over ow).
{ Level m requires special treatment. If bctr=2m c is odd, then we update dn=2m e (which is O(log n))
successive entries in the vector at level m + 1. This is done using a similar merge-sort technique as
above.
{ As the data vectors at each level may not be completely full, we have to perform an appropriate
number of \dummy reads" and also \dummy writes" to the appropriate locations.
{ After performing the above steps, we increment ctr modulo 2m+1 .
{ Now we go back through levels l = 0; 1; : : :; m, and at each level, if ctr  0 mod 2l , we do the
following:
If ctr=2l is odd,
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switch the roles of the bu er and primary data vectors, and clear the pointer variables;
otherwise (i.e. ctr=2l is even),
make the primary and secondary data vectors empty (by clearing the corresponding
length variables) and then switch the roles of the bu er and secondary data vectors.

An illustration

Before proceeding with the analysis, we illustrate the data-movement at a level l, where 0  l < m. Starting
with ctr = 0, we divide sequences write operations into periods consisting of 2l write operations, and cycles
consisting of two periods. We illustrate the rst four periods.
Period 0. During period 0, the bu er gets lled with some data (at most 2l items), call it A. So during
period 0, the vectors at level l look like this:
bu er: A primary: { secondary: {
At the end of period 0, we swap the bu er and the primary vector pointers:
primary: A bu er: { secondary: {
Period 1. During period 1, the bu er gets lled with data, call it B . Also during this period, we merge
and copy to the next level the contents of the primary and secondary vectors. Right now, the secondary
vector is empty so this just has the e ect copying A to the next level. During period 1, the situation looks
like this:
primary: A bu er: B secondary: {

At the end of period 1, we clear the primary and secondary vectors, and then swap the bu er and
secondary vector pointers:
primary: { secondary: B bu er: {
Period 2. During period 2, the bu er is lled with data, call it C :
primary: { secondary: B bu er: C

At the end of period 2, we swap the bu er and primary vector pointers:
bu er: { secondary: B primary: C
Period 3. During period 3, the bu er is lled with data, call it D. Also during this period, B and C
are merged and copied to the next level. Notice that merge-sort is running at \double speed," so there is
enough time to copy all of B and C during this period. The situation looks like this:
bu er: D secondary: B primary: C

At the end of period 3, we clear the secondary and primary vectors, and swap the bu er and the
secondary vector pointers:
secondary: D bu er: { primary: {
Finally, note that at each cycle of length 2l+1 the total \ ow of data" into level l and out of level l is
\balanced". We now proceed with the analysis.
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Analysis
We rst make some observations about the movement of data from one level to the next. Consider level l,
where 0  l  m. The actions performed at this level cycle are cyclical, repeating themselves once every
2l+1 write operations. Let us say that a cycle begins when ctr  0 mod 2l+1 . As above, we divide each
cycle into a rst period (when bctr=2l c is even) and a second period (when bctr=2lc is odd).
We make several claims:
(1) At the beginning of a cycle, the bu er and primary data vectors at this level are empty.
(2) During one cycle, at most 2l+1 address/data pairs are copied to level l + 1; in particular, these
address/data pairs are the merged contents of the two data vectors at the start of the second period
of the cycle.
(3) The bu er at this level never over ows.
Claim (1) is certainly true at the beginning of execution, when ctr = 0. Moreover, at the end of every
cycle, we clear the two data vectors and then switch the roles of the bu er and secondary data vectors, so
at this point the bu er and primary data vectors are again empty. That proves (1).
We now prove (2). During the rst period of the cycle, the bu er gets lled with data from the previous
level. As we will argue below, the bu er does not over ow, but for now, assume that any insertion into
the bu er that would cause an over ow is simply discarded. At the end of the rst period of the cycle,
the bu er has been lled (perhaps only partially) and we switch the roles of the bu er and primary data
vector. So now the bu er is empty, and the primary data vector contains the contents of what was the
bu er. During the second period of this cycle, the bu er again gets lled with data from the previous level.
Also during the second period of the cycle, the entire contents of both data vectors is merged and copied
to the next level. To see that everything is copied, suppose rst that l < m. Note that both data vectors
together contain at most 2l+1 items, and every write operation we copy two items; therefore, after the 2l
write operations of the second period of the cycle, all of the items from the two data vectors have been
copied. The case l = m is also straightforward to analyze; we omit the details. That proves (2).
Claim (3) for level l follows immediately from claim (1) at level l and claim (2) it level l , 1.
It is also straightforward to see that the value returned by a read from location i is equal to the last
value written to location i. To see this, consider what happens at the end of a cycle at level l. We make the
two data vectors empty at this point, so we have to show that no data is lost. However, by claim (2), all
of the contents of the two data vectors has been transferred to the next level. If l = m, then the bit vector
has been properly updated, and there is nothing more to show. If l < m, then the end of the cycle at level
l is either the end of the rst or second period of the cycle at level l + 1. In the former case, the bu er at
level l + 1 (which now contains the contents of the old data vectors at level l) becomes the primary data
vector at level l + 1; thus, the data is available at level l + 1, and takes precedence over the other data at
level l + 1 (which is in the secondary data vector). In the latter case, the bu er at level l + 1 becomes the
secondary data vector at level l + 1, but the primary data vector at level l + 1 becomes empty; thus, the
data is available at level l + 1, and is the only data available at this level.
That these algorithms attain privacy has already been argued. During a read operation, we only need
to ensure that the number of reads on the underlying database is constant. This we do by performing
the appropriate number of dummy reads. During a write operation, the locations that are read from and
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written to on the underlying database depend only on the value of ctr, provided care is taken to perform
dummy writes as necessary; in particular, whenever as we perform merge-sort steps at one level, we should
always write something to successive locations of the bu er at the next level, even if the data vectors at
the current level have already been exhausted.
It is straightforward to see that during a read operation, O((log n)3 ) read operations are performed on
the underlying database, and during a write operation, O((log n)2) read and write operations are performed
on the underlying database.

Part 2: implementing a private read/semi-private write scheme
The approach here is essentially the same used in the two-database scheme in the introduction. We utilize
a k-database private read scheme. Each bit in the database is split into two random bits, or \shares,"
whose exclusive-or is the value of the bit. The database is partitioned into two components, and each
share is stored in one component. Each component is then distributed and replicated k times, and the
k-database scheme for private reads is then used for reading bits in one component. This gives rise to
a 2k-database private read/semi-private write scheme whose communication complexity is bounded by
a O((logn)3)) times that of the underlying k-database private read scheme. The size of each of the 2k
databases is O(n).
Finally, it is easy to see that if the underlying read scheme is secure against active adversary, then so
is our reduction: the case of reading consists of a serious of calls to reading of the underlying scheme, and
in the case of writing, the new values always enter in a xed manner into the database.

4 Proof of Theorem 1
In this section, we show how to modify the proof of Theorem 2 to obtain Theorem 1. The only change
is in Part 2 of the construction: implementing a private read/semi-private write scheme. The approach
presented in the previous section requires 2k databases. Here, we show how to do this using only k + 1
databases. Before we show the general construction, let us the three database scheme, which achieves
communication complexity O(n1=3  (log n)3):

 We represent each bit b in the original database as as a random three-bit vector fb ; b ; b g subject
to the constraint that b = b  b  b .
 We distribute these three bits among the three constituent databases as follows: DB fb ; b g;
DB fb ; b g; DB fb ; b g. We do so for every bit.
 Notice that the original bit b is still hidden from each constituent database. On the other hand
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every bit bi appears in two di erent databases, so we can use the [CGKS-95] reading scheme with
O(n1=3) communication complexity.

We now generalize this in a strait-forward manner as follows. Each bit in the private read/semi-private
write database is split into k + 1 random bits, or \shares," whose exclusive-or is the value of the bit.
Number the constituent databases and shares 1 through k + 1. Then share i is given to all databases
except database i. Thus, each database contains only k of the shares, which keeps the value of the bit
private. To read a bit from the database, one needs to obtain all k +1 shares. To obtain share i, one uses a
k-database private read scheme on all databases other than database i. This gives rise to a (k +1)-database
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private read/semi-private scheme whose communication complexity is O(k) times that of the underlying
k-database scheme for private queries. Notice also that the sizes of each of the k + 1 databases is O(nk).
The above construction, combined with the construction in the previous section, proves Theorem 1.

5 Computational case
Our starting point is the Oblivious RAM simulation of [Ost-90, GO-96], which consists of a protected CPU
and an encrypted memory. We also remark that their scheme is tamper-proof (for de nitions, see [GO-96].)
Unfortunately, their scheme is amortized.
Our rst step is to get rid of the amortization in the manner similar to our information-theoretic reduction
of section x3 as follows. First it is easy to note that except for the smallest level, the oblivious re-hash
operations of [GO-96] always move data from the previous (i.e., smaller) level, which is available beforehand,
and is only changed during such move. Thus, the random function can be picked in advance, and the process
of oblivious re-hash can be done slowly at each level, building in advance the next level, and then just
doing \copy" as follows: we keep two versions of each level, one completely constructed \current version"
and one \under construction" version, which is being slowly built from \current version" and the previous
level \current version", analogous to the information-theoretic solution presented in section x3. When the
construction of the level is complete, we just switch pointers which is the \current version" and which is
the \under construction" version, thus doing the copy in the non-amortized sense, by spreading the cost
uniformly. Thus, we are able to realize the Oblivious RAM and the software protection results of [GO-96]
in a non-amortized sense.
Now, if we keep one database to store the contents of the CPU (which a user reads before she begins) and
another database to represent the memory, then combined with the above, this gives us a two-database
computationally-secure scheme with poly-logarithmic cost, but only with Isolated security. That is, (as
pointed out by Goldreich [G-96]) in case if the database that represents the memory is malicious and is
allowed to hire a \user" and accesses the value of the \CPU" database component (i.e., if we consider active
security { see introduction), then the database that represents the memory learns the value of the key of
the pseudo-random function stored in the CPU, and now the access pattern to the memory component is
no longer oblivious.
In the computational setting, the way around this problem (of active security) was suggested by Gene
Itkis (communicated by [G-96]): Itkis suggested to use three databases to represent the CPU, and the
fourth database to represent the memory, where the key new observation (due to Itkis) is that the three
DB's that hold \shares" of the state of the CPU can engage in a multi-party secure function evaluation
(communicating through the user) in order to evaluate the pseudo-random function (stored in a distributed
fashion among the three databases that represent the CPU) and that the evaluation of the pseudo-random
function and other CPU operations can be represented as a small (poly-logarithmic times the security
parameter) circuit, hence yielding a 4-database scheme with poly-logarithmic (in his case amortized) overhead with active security. Finally, we note that his solution could be reduced to just two databases, where
both databases keep \shares" of the state of the CPU, and additionally one of the databases also keeps
the contents of the Oblivious RAM memory. The main reason why we can allow one of the constituent
databases to keep both the \share" of the CPU and the Oblivious RAM memory and still show that
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the view of this constituent database is computationally indistinguishable for all executions is that the
Oblivious RAM memory component is kept in an encrypted (and tamper-resistant) form (see [GO-96]),
according to a distributed (between both databases) private-key stored in the CPU. For every step of the
CPU computation, both databases execute secure two-party function evaluation of [Y-82, GMW-87] which
can be implemented based on any one-way trapdoor permutation family (again communicating through
the user) in order to both update their shares and output re-encrypted value stored in a tamper-resistant
way in Oblivious RAM memory component. Thus, the key observation is that the database that holds
both the share of the CPU state and Oblivious RAM memory, holds both of them in an encrypted and
tamper-resistant manner. Hence, it can not modify the memory component in any way, accept via the
CPU access, which, in turn, requires secure function evaluation and thus can not be modi ed without both
databases. Thus, the proof reduces to the software protection proof of [GO-96] and we are done.
Note that since we use two-party secure function evaluation of [Y-82, GMW-87], we need stronger cryptographic assumptions (i.e., the existence of trapdoor permutations instead of general one-way functions
needed for four databases). We also remark that the above scheme also achieves sub-linear (in the size of
the database) computational eciency, where a single read/write operation requires only g O(1) (where g is
the security parameter of the underlying trapdoor permutation) times poly-logarithmic (in the size of the
database) computational steps by all the constituent databases and the user.

6 Conclusion
We have given several constructions for distributed databases that support private reading and writing |
both in the information-theoretic and in the computational setting.
In the information-theoretic setting we have shown that the communication complexity of private reading
and writing is within a poly-logarithmic factor of private reading. Many of the extensions in [CGKS-95]
(such as privacy against coalitions and ecient, private access to blocks of data) apply to our constructions as well. One of our schemes achieves a communication complexity of O(n1=3(log n)3 ) using just
three databases. An open question is whether there exists a two-database information-theoretic private
read/write scheme with sub-linear communication complexity.
We also addressed the computational case, where assuming that databases are allowed to keep di erent data,
and we allow a multi-round schemes, we have shown an ecient (both in communication and computational
complexity) two-database read/write scheme based on any one-way trapdoor permutation family. This
should be contrasted with the reading scheme of Chor and Gilboa [CG-97], where they only assume the
existence of general one-way functions, keep identical databases and use only a single round of interaction.
Clearly, achieving optimal performance with minimal assumptions, with the minimal number of databases
and with minimal number of rounds would be interesting both for read-only and read/write computational
schemes.
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